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Globalized neoliberalism trends have 
heavily influenced human lives in re-
cent decades (Harvey 2007a; Cahill 2011). 
As Karl Polanyi (1994) pointed out, the 

emergence of capitalist institutions followed by liber-
al economic ideology resulted in changes in human 
rules and substantially transformed human relations. 
At the micro-level, neoliberalism has accompanied 
the ideology of universal competition based on the 
fulfillment of insatiable financial desires to accumu-
late more and more, while sufficient and suitable tools 
to realize them are by no means accessible (Biebrich-
er and Johnson 2012; Overbeek and Van Apeldoorn 
2012). A critical transformation related to globalized 
neoliberalism was the growth of “consumption man-
agement” (Dyer-Witheford 1999; Robins and Webster 
1999), and consequently, the “marketing phenome-
non” (Eckhardt, Dholakia, and Varman 2013). These 
ideas have been set on the grounds of popular culture, 
personal relationships, and even individual mentali-
ties (Greenwald 2010). Under the shadow of the state-
ments on maximizing social welfare, neoliberalism 
provoked an array of financial crises in recent decades 
(Harvey 2007b). Notwithstanding, market globaliza-
tion remained a solid and durable transnational trend 
(Eckhardt, Dholakia, and Varman 2013). 

Among different types of marketing, multi-lev-
el marketing (MLM) works through independent 
salespeople who sell products directly to the cus-
tomers while receiving a commission on their 
own or invite their subcontractors’ sales to join the 
scheme (Schiffauer 2019). Accordingly, unlike the 
traditional styles, consumers are not approached 
via an appointed store anymore, but through the 
network of personal communications. Hence, MLM 
eliminates the expenditures related to the tradition-
al stores, so that is thought to provide more profits 
for both sellers and customers. 

Pyramid schemes (PS) are, to some extent, sim-
ilar to the MLMs, but focus on recruiting new 
members and wealth generation instead of selling 
products or services (Nat and Keep 2002; Deliema 
et al. 2018). As PS have been widely recognized 
as illegal by governments, they resemble MLMs, 
usually disguising entry fees as the mandatory 
purchase price paid. Members of PS are supposed 
to recruit new members to make a profit; hence, 
they invite personal connections to join the net-
work. Although previous studies addressed the 
PS or network marketing from different perspec-
tives (e.g., Muncy 2004; Nobre and Silva 2014; Bos-
ley and Knorr 2017), a systematic understanding 
of members’ experience in such firms still lacks 
notably concerning the schemes in the non-West-
ern context. 

Literature Review

Referring to the successful experiences of peo-
ple who took part in marketing networks, some 
scholars introduce MLM as a low-risk business or 
the “safest trade” (Gregor and Wadlewski 2013; 
Tyre 2016). Others, like Hyman (2007), evaluated 
MLM’s initiatives as deceptive, offering impossi-
ble goals. Some scholars also pointed out that the 
MLM offers attractive, but reality-free promises 
to recruit new members (Liu 2018; Musaraj 2019), 
while their activities are not profitable for most 
members (Makni 2015; Deliema et al. 2018). Addi-
tionally, Effiom and Effiong’s (2015) study showed 
that although MLM is a way to create wealth, it is 
not intended to reduce poverty in the community. 
More broadly, some demonstrated that although 
MLM firms provide opportunities for making 
money at the global level, they do not necessar-
ily contribute to official job creation (Franco and 
Gonzalez-Perez 2016).
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Other studies pointed up the psychological con-
sequences of network marketing, as Krige (2012) 
showed that participation in such firms is a sign of 
soullessness, lack of education, and greed. Regarding 
ethical issues, some believe that MLM is intrinsically 
inappropriate (Albaum and Peterson 2011), particular-
ly with abusing personal connections for commercial 
activities (Grayson 2007; Groß and Vriens 2019), as 
well as causing family disputes (Pratt and Rosa 2003). 
Groß and Vriens (2019) summarized ethical issues 
caused by MLM—misleading distributors and cus-
tomers via untruthful promises, imposing restrictions 
on customers’ autonomy, and exploiting the distribu-
tors’ private social relations. Focusing on the role of 
contextual factors, Bosley and Knorr (2017) highlight-
ed the role of religious, social settings in flourishing 
MLMs. In her interesting analysis of MLM in Siberia, 
Schiffauer (2018) listed what motivates people to join 
the scheme—feelings of obligation, expectations of 
support and intimate pressure, and individual aspira-
tions of making immense wealth.

PS, similar to the other social organizations, can lead 
to building an identity among their members (Alves-
son, Ashcraft, and Thomas 2008; Gioia et al. 2013). For 
example, the identity might be constructed through 
the collective endorsement of members’ roles (Brew-
er and Gardner 1996; DeRue and Ashford 2010) or 
established via an interactive acculturation process 
(Bourhis et al. 1997; DeRue, Ashford, and Cotton 
2009). Exploring identity construction processes in 
network marketing organizations, Pratt (2000) un-
derscored the role of what he calls sense-breaking 
and sense-giving stages. Accordingly, marketing or-
ganizations firstly break what the distributors under-
stand from “who they are” and then try to inspire 
them “who they must be.” The current study takes 
a further step to characterize the constructed identity 
among PS in a non-Western social setting, Iran.

Iran, alongside economic crises, has witnessed the 
emergence of PS in recent decades. The troubles aside, 
capitalism and globalization of its ideology resulted in 
the exponential growth of materialistic desires among 
the Iranian population (Akbarzadeh 1995). The sudden 
increase in population, a massive number of unem-
ployed people, in addition to the pre-existed social ties 
(derived from pre-modern relationships) all warmed 
up a desirable ground for PS in Iran. In the following, 
we presented a brief history of PS in Iran.

Pyramid Schemes in Iran

The first PS emerged in Iran in the late 1990s. Their 
activities were not restricted to selling goods and ser-
vices, but also organizing meetings and classes. The 
number of members grew exponentially thanks to the 
massive existing disadvantaged groups (particularly 
women and youth). Among all, students played an im-
portant and active role in introducing the PS to society. 

Comaroff and Comaroff (2000) pointed out that reach-
ing wealth and reaching global prosperity potentially 
increase the general attractions of “occult economies,” 
including PS or, more broadly, MLM-based econom-
ic activities. It is noteworthy that in Iran, economic 
downturns and successive years of recession provid-
ed a suitable opportunity for PS to introduce them-
selves as a fascinating business. The situation recalls 
the notion of the “broken ladder” in the United States 
(Payne 2017). Adapting the Mertonian conceptualiza-
tion (Merton 1938), the broken ladder refers to the in-
consistency between goals and ideals valued by domi-
nant culture and tools available to realize those ideals. 
What is more, the intensified social ties that existed in 
the Iranian context provided a favorable platform for 
the PS to recruit new members and exploit members’ 
social capital. As Van Oort (2015) discussed, economic 
crises allow the ethnographers to contemplate the mi-
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cro-functions of the neoliberal order and explore how 
people in different places experience various forms 
of neoliberalism. Therefore, the present study was 
an ethnographic attempt to shed light on what mem-
bers of such schemes under crisis context experience. 
Among all active PS, we focused on the three most 
popular ones in Iran. Due to the illegal nature of un-
derstudied schemes, we are not able to provide more 
information about their identities, but what they offer 
includes a variety of products from different types of 
cosmetics to clothes like socks and shirts.

Materials and Method

The study employed the critical ethnography meth-
od. The advantage of ethnography has been well-es-
tablished; going beyond simple data descriptions and 
framing the analysis into the bigger context (Simon 
and Dippo 1986). Critical ethnography can also ad-
dress the marginalized and disadvantaged people 
who have been unfairly and unjustly treated. There-
fore, we adapted the critical ethnography proposed by 
Carspecken (1996); following five stages: (1) preparing 
the primary record; (2) preliminary reconstructive 
analysis; (3) discovering dialogical data generation; 
(4) describing system relations with a larger context; 
and (5) using system relationships to explain the find-
ings. The whole research process took two years, from 
December of 2016 to December of 2018, whereas the 
data were collected during two interrelated phases—
participant observation and in-depth interviews. 

Participant observation was applied to grasp the 
members’ experiences and the meaning systems 
they learn, followed by in-depth interviews to 
achieve more detailed information about the social 
processes behind the membership in the schemes. 
The participant observation and interviews, as fol-
lows, were carried out by the third author. Notes 

taken during the participant observation were used 
to identify relevant ideas guiding the further pro-
cess of research.

In the first stage, participant observation was car-
ried out as the third author registered in the three 
most popular PS in Iran. She got involved in all held 
events, for example, workshops, meetings, and even 
purchasing products. The focal point of observation 
gradually turned from members’ experiences to the 
social and cultural atmosphere while notes were 
written. At this stage, our focus was on behaviors, 
speeches, and activities, especially those related to 
power relations. The observations provided us with 
information about social and cultural spaces, practic-
es, and identities. The observation was not recorded 
for confidentiality purposes, but the detailed hand-
written notes were taken during and immediately 
after each observation.

In the next step, we tried to learn about the firm’s struc-
ture, domains, roles, territories, interactions, power re-
lations, and decision-making processes via reviewing 
the notes taken from the previous stage. Our attention 
was also drawn to non-linguistic aspects, such as ges-
tures, facial expressions, and body language. In the 
third stage, we carried out interviews to gain a compre-
hensive knowledge of members’ perspectives on the 
firms. To select the interviewees, we relied mainly on 
the purposive sampling and then snowball method. 
Our priority during the sampling process was select-
ing those members with considerable experience of 
engagement in the firms. The first four interviewees 
were selected based on the preceding participant ob-
servation when the others were approached via snow-
ball sampling. The interviews were carried out in both 
private and public places, depending on the partici-
pants’ preferences. Table 1 provides demographic in-
formation of the interviewees. 
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The interviews lasted an average of one hour, rang-
ing from 40 to 60 minutes. The interviews were au-
diotaped and transcribed verbatim. To remain aware 
of the gaps and areas of further exploration and to 
identify questions for the next round of data collec-
tion, the participant’s transcript was reviewed after 
each interview (Charmaz 2006). The transcribed in-
terviews were initially coded precisely, utilizing the 
participants’ words or expressions. As codes were 
associated with each other to form clusters, themes 
were identified, and the coding became more focused. 
In this section, the sampling process continued until 
the end of the 16th interview, when we found the new-
ly collected data did not offer significant knowledge 
to the previous findings. Themes gradually emerged 
on account of becoming intimate with the data, mak-
ing logical associations with the interview questions, 

and accounting for what was understood in the light 
of the initial literature review.

Stages 4 and 5 were performed simultaneously, as we 
attempted to analyze the data from a macro-socio-
logical perspective. Moving towards more abstrac-
tion, we tried to understand the explored processes 
by referring to the feature of the whole society. Sys-
tem analysis is at the heart of Carspecken’s critical 
ethnography approach, which improves validity; 
the data obtained from the previous three stages 
were analyzed by referring to institutional, politi-
cal, and social elements (Stewart and Usher 2007).

The reliability of the findings was confirmed 
through the following stages: (1) long-term partic-
ipation and continuous observation in the field of 

Table 1. Short Profiles of Research Participants

Name Gender Birth Job Marital status
Experience 
(Months)

Role

1 Farzaneh Female 1988 Housewife Married 6 Member

2 Fatemeh Female 1995 Bachelor student Single 5 Member

3 Zohreh Female 1995 Bachelor student Single 4 Member

4 Mansoureh Female 1986 Housewife Married 12 Counselor

5 Tahereh Female 1992 Make-up artist Divorced 16 Counselor

6 Farideh Female 1995 Student Single 20 Counselor Presenter

7 Mahsa Female 1992 Master’s student Single 3 Member

8 Yousef Male 1991 Bachelor student Single 24 Leader

9 Yasamin Female 1992 Housewife Married 6 Member

10 Ehsan Male 1989 Chef Married 15 Member

11 Shohreh Female 1995 Bachelor student Married 12 Member

12 Mehran Male 1997 Bachelor student Single 11 Member

13 Mostafa Male 1992 Bachelor student Single 24 Leader

14 Mahnaz Female 1974 Hairdresser Married 6 Member

15 Esmaeel Male 1993 Conscript soldier Single 13 Leader

16 Mohaddeseh Female 1994 Bachelor student Single 8 Presenter

Source: Self-elaboration.
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research; (2) peer review; (3) participant confirma-
tion; (4) external audit (Creswell and Miller 2000). 
Besides, following Mauthner and Doucet (2003), 
we adapted reflexive accounts through all stages of 
data analysis.

Ethical Considerations

As PS have been unexceptionally recognized as ille-
gal in Iran, members are usually reluctant to be ap-
proached by non-members. To help to mitigate the 
concerns, mutual friends and participants often ini-
tially opened the channels of communication, which 
alleviated the fears from prosecution. Participants 
were also provided with documented agreements 
that guarantee their anonymity. What is more, they 
were informed that there was no non-scientific goal 
behind the research. All participants were informed 
that they had the right to leave the interview at any 
stage without explanation.

Results

The current study aims to explore the processes un-
derlying the membership in PS in Iran. The emerged 
themes from the participant observation and inter-
views are classified into the seven main categories: 
(1) invitation; (2) systematic promises; (3) working 
fence; (4) authoritarian psychology of achievement; 
(5) social construction of superhuman; (6) the fanta-
sy of successful superhuman: a hyper-reality; and 
(7) double wandering. In the following, we elaborate 
on each emerged category.

Invitation

The recruitment process in studied PS is extensively 
accessible to the extent that this advantage allows 
such firms to spread fast. Creating an account on 

the provided website and paying a pre-established 
minimum amount is all the new members are sup-
posed to do. Inviting relatives and friends is at the 
top of the recruitment program established by the 
schemes. Put differently, the priority of invitation is 
entirely according to the existing intimacy.

Not surprisingly, some discussed that PS function 
as “moral enterprises” (Schiffauer 2018) that exploit 
the members’ social trust to profit. Conducting busi-
ness in private settings can result in the misusing 
of relatively high confidence (Kong 2003; Groß and 
Vriens 2019). Non-members are usually approached 
via two main channels: phone and in-person invita-
tions. Contrary to our expectation, the phone invita-
tion is strongly recommended by the PS—since this 
kind of communication allows members to have 
strict control over the conversations, cutting it off 
when necessary. As Mohaddeseh and Shohreh state 
respectively:

We call on the phone when we want to invite; it is 

better not to be in person. Personal invitations may 

cause some excuses or some questions that you can-

not answer. When you call someone, you can con-

trol the dialogues; you can continue, you can end, or 

whatever.

We did not let him ask too much. We put off questions 

to the consultation meeting. We made him curious, 

and then he came to the next meeting and understood 

what it was and then asked his real question.

Systematic Promises

Various tactics are employed by schemes to make 
their activity attractive to new members. The most 
frequent one is to focus on what schemes introduce 
as the “law of opportunities,” as Esmaeel elaborate:
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They say that there is a law, 1990 law. I do not know 

if you heard or not about the law of opportunities. 

We say that the 1990 law is the law of opportunities 

that says the first 1 [percent]! It means 1% of people do 

something that the other 99% mock this 1%!

As demonstrated by Esmaeel’s statement, the law 
of opportunities refers to the idea that members are 
unique because of their membership in the scheme. 
Considering superiority for their members, the PS 
aims to motivate new members while simultaneous-
ly construct the identity based on the differentiation 
assumption (Hall and Du Gay 1996). What is more, 
the inviters attribute a hyper-realistic characteristic to 
the current members via exaggerating the benefits at-
tained (Liu 2018); meantime, they refuse to answer any 
challenging issues questioning the firm. As Koehn 
(2001) discussed, promises made by the schemes, that 
is, “get rich quick,” play an essential role in the attrac-
tiveness of the scheme. What Mehran remembers dis-
plays that the schemes were not presented truthfully 
to the new members: “I just told something attractive 
to them [new members] to convince them to join.” 

Superiors, the so-called “upliners,” teach members 
how to persuade people to buy the scheme’s product, 
mainly in a deceptive way. Members are highly rec-
ommended to utilize any verbal communication to sell 
the product, even lying. As Zohreh state in this regard:

[They told us], for example, don’t tell them that you 

used this hair color if you don’t really use it or tell 

them it was good if you’re good at lying, but she un-

derstands because your hair is not colored! Tell them 

your sister has used this, and it works well for her. He 

said to say so if you’re good at this.

The abovementioned statement sheds light on how 
the schemes sell their products—unethically via 

overestimating the quality of inferior quality prod-
ucts. Moreover, what Mostafa stated demonstrate 
that such training is issued to members from top to 
bottom of the scheme in an authoritative way:

As far as I remember, after recruiting three newcom-

ers, we had to learn to tell them about selling [pre-

senting them], after completing the 4th, then we’d tell 

the nine principles1 [Motivational book]. This had 

come from top to bottom. It means that the one on 

the top had said this, and it had come to the bottom 

in this way.

The schemes held official celebrations frequently, 
named “Visiontic2” and “Badgentic3,” in the private 
gardens, which members financially cover. These 
events are organized to promote the attractive as-
pects of the firm through representing members’ 
realized desires. As Zohreh describes:

Talking of celebrations, we had a Visiontic celebration. 

For example, we had celebrations for people who had 

achieved one of their goals after working for a while; 

or a person who had ticked something off their buck-

et list. And they had to pay for these celebrations.

Working Fence

In the beginning, PS put their efforts into recruit-
ing new members and then internalize favorable 

1 It refers to nine basic principles of success emphasized by the 
firm. The principles mainly imply the obedience of the leaders, 
transfer of experiences, and belief (inspired by popular stories).
2 During these monthly meetings, the members were supposed 
to present their goals, which they would strive to attain in the 
following month. At the end of that month, those who succeed-
ed in achieving the goals, described them and became the so-
called “Visiontic.”
3 Refers to those who reach the considerable sales volume and 
the acceptable team numbers (subordinates). They receive the 
symbols from the firm and set them on their clothes.
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values. Several formal meetings are held weekly 
to the extent that newcomers feel fully engaged in 
the schemes. As Shohreh describes: “I would pass 
from 8 am to 8 pm for training.” During meetings, 
experienced members gradually promote mem-
bers’ communication skills, preparing them to 
serve the scheme. As Farideh and Ehsan describe 
respectively:

They taught communicative skills, not to be shy and 

other things. My senior once said: “I’ve always been 

shy, for example, I could not speak, and now I’m here, 

and I’m talking.” Now he holds great seminars and 

easily stands and speaks for 200 people!

They asked us to talk firmly, heads above, look strong, 

hold our chest tight, be dandy, and have such and such 

style.

According to what the participants stated, the or-
ganized meetings are posited in the center of the 
persuasion process. The held meetings or gather-
ings lead the newcomers to change their behaviors 
to match the responses of others—recognized as 
the conformity process (Cialdini and Goldstein 
2004). That is why the firms persistently insist on 
organizing events weekly. The newcomers’ infor-
mation processing is highly adapted according 
to the majority and minority influence. They are 
urged to make their judgments in line with the nu-
merical majority to reduce uncertainty (David and 
Turner 1996). Besides, the newcomers are continu-
ally bombarded with the amount of information 
that is highly simplified; Mansoureh elaborates in 
this regard:

They kept showing us educational video clips; for ex-

ample, they introduced different books so that we can 

give an example while we are teaching others.

The participants also frequently stated that irrele-
vant information is instructed in the held unceasing 
meetings to the degree that the interviewees some-
times believe that schemes financially benefit them. 
The upliners are also invited to the arrangements 
for giving lectures about their success. Before that, 
their credentials are ostentatiously shown by the 
other upline members. What Yousef stated depicts, 
again, untruthful promises made by the schemes 
(Groß and Vriens 2019):

Well, when I come, I come with plans. Now we have 

to see what the aim of a certain arrangement is. It’s 

not for the network; it’s for earning money and mak-

ing a profit. It’s for gaining profit. I speak in a way that 

entices people to order products. I give you inspira-

tion based on whatever you ought to do—so that for 

a month, you believe that you can be successful.

Authoritarian Psychology of Achievement

While schemes claim to benefit from selling prod-
ucts, the profitability is mainly based on extensive 
enrollments. Accordingly, the upliners continually 
share a set of subtle skills of selling and recruitment, 
which are immoral. What Mostafa and Mahsa state 
is noteworthy:

You see this glass that has no value, and its actual 

price is 1,000 Rials4 [less than one cent], but I could 

sell this to you for 50,000 Rials [around thirty cents]. 

I mean that I could convince you to buy this for logi-

cal reasons; it’s so weird! I mean, it really works!

For example, the book Napoleon by Hills, other books 

such as Grow Rich! With Peace of Mind, The Master-Key 

to Riches (which is also by Hill), Awaken the Giant With-

4 Iranian currency.
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in by Robbins, Prosperity by Randy Gage, The Instant 

Millionaire: A Tale of Wisdom and Wealth by Fisher, Who 

Moved My Cheese by Brian Tracy.

What is more, upliners introduce documents, for ex-
ample, books, clips, and photos that present what 
they name as “psychology of achievement.” Where-
as the schemes insist on the advanced scientific base 
of the psychology of achievement, the training is of-
fered widely through a distorted form accompanied 
by overstated promises. The primary assumption 
behind what is publicly known as the psychology 
of achievement is that the more people think about 
a goal, the more they are likely to achieve it. Besides, 
the so-called psychology of achievement recogniz-
es individuals as fully responsible for their fates 
via trivializing all contextual factors. It is notewor-
thy that the outlined pedagogy has already been 
stretched out among non-members. Of the prov-
en potential motivating strength of the pedagogy 
among society, PS pervasively employ it as a practi-
cal toolkit to stimulate and keep the members com-
mitted.

Social Construction of Superhuman 

Throughout the held meetings, recruiters mainly 
focus on their achievements, presenting what they 
gained recently. To make the audience emotionally 
excited, the upliners even utilize unconventional 
language and manners. As Zohreh remembers:

One of these men talked about his success in buy-

ing a house in 2 years. He spoke very excitedly, so 

he suddenly threw a bottle towards people while he 

was talking to make them clap and shout, and people 

did so, and it was like, “Now we are excited!” People 

were excited there, and I wondered what does this 

mean?! Or someone who was talking normally sud-

denly started shouting, “I can do this, you can do this, 

too, how dare you not!” Suddenly, the tone of his talk 

changed.

The meetings are mainly organized to evoke new 
members via accentuating dreams. Newcomers are 
firstly asked to write all that they dream about and 
then to imagine they have attained it. Mahsa states 
while laughing:

They said you are going to achieve your wishes if 

you write them down. Then put them on the wall 

and look at them every day. You will reach them if 

you do this. They said to write down your wishes, 

and, you know, sometimes it was enjoyable. Write 

down your wishes with details. For example, if buy-

ing a pair of socks is one of your wishes, specify its 

features and write them down. Write everything in 

detail. Then, in weekly meetings, they asked mem-

bers to come forward and tell their wishes and tell 

what they want to do and what wishes they have for 

the coming years.5

Provoking the motivations, the schemes mostly use 
the psychology of achievement; that is, all wishes 
will be accomplished only if people consistently 
think about them. Therefore, the newcomers come 
to the idea that their dreams will be realized soon. 
Otherwise, they must feel guilty because of their 
faults and shortages. What Tahereh stated demon-
strates that what is publicly known as positive psy-
chology is trained by the schemes:

They say, Brian Tracy, in their words, is known to ev-

eryone, [even] those who made The Secret movie,6 all 

5 These meetings were known as “share-vision,” in which peo-
ple tell others about their wishes monthly.
6 The Secret is a 2006 Australian-American documentary film 
by Drew Heriot.
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say the same thing. They say imagine your dreams, 

you can’t reach them if you don’t; you can’t reach 

what you haven’t seen.

Over time, new members imagine that they attain 
their aspirations only through their efforts, assum-
ing that the individuals are competent agents in ac-
complishing good or evil. Therefore, the upliners 
also put their efforts into convincing new members 
that achieving aspirations is to make “vibrations” 
in the universe. According to the experienced 
members, vibrations are made mainly via writing 
up personal ambitions. Besides, they also provoke 
the new members to think positively, being purely 
optimistic, and ignoring negative impressions. In 
this vein, they strictly ask the members not to use 
negative words. Zohreh describes the situation as 
follows:

Based on the law of attraction, you should not think 

negatively; you should not think badly, no negative 

words, and so on. Instead, think about success to at-

tract it.

The Fantasy of Successful Superhuman: 
A Hyper-Reality

The atmosphere of PS is optimistic, valuing the 
positive form of thinking. Consequently, self-confi-
dence among members escalates rapidly. As Yousef 
remembers, “They raised you to the ceiling [in-
creased your self-confidence], to the extent that if 
approached people refused to accept the invitation, 
you couldn’t stand it.” What Mostafa states shows 
that the schemes persistently impose specific be-
havioral patterns on their members: “For exam-
ple, they [upliners] told us not to do some specific 
things, do not listen to that kind of music, and so 
on. Things that were bad for people like us. I mean, 

you got away [from other people].” The schemes, 
thereby, encapsulate the members socially and 
ideologically (Pratt 2000). First, the schemes estab-
lish social fences via overloaded work schedules. 
This keeps the new members away from others. 
Then, as outlined here, the schemes dictate a kind 
of lifestyle to the members. The process builds an 
identity based on inspiring the members that they 
are different.

The network-based feature of schemes intensifies 
identity construction by allowing members to in-
troduce themselves as distinguished people. So 
the members, proud of such differentiation, tend 
to internalize the scheme values more and more. 
Accordingly, the members would cultivate a hy-
per-real imagination about the PS’s possibilities and 
achievements. The dream of becoming rich fast is 
the primary motivation to immerse in the firms’ ac-
tivities. As Yasamin reflects:

Ms. Niayesh, one of my relatives, used to drive 

a “Pride7” to work, but now she has bought a Bugatti, 

her income has increased, she has changed her house, 

and she says all of these are because of the firm. She 

has even recruited her husband, her husband has left 

his old job, and now he is working in this firm.

Double Wandering

Although the organized meetings by the schemes 
firstly function as “group glue” keeping members 
together and away from non-members (Pratt 2000), 
they begin to get boring after a short period, once 
the recruited members do not experience the posi-
tive vibes. As Mahsa elaborates:

7 A type of vehicle in Iran that is generally known as a very 
cheap and unsafe car.
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The first meetings were good, but after a while, ev-

erything became boring, everything they said. There 

was nothing consistent with reality. When I asked 

them about that, they told me it’s the beginning; it 

won’t be like this after you get income. You need more 

time to fit in.

Trying to invite new members, the inviters face dif-
ferent reactions—some approached people decisive-
ly refuse, particularly facing the perseverance of in-
viters. The inviters, in return, get seriously disturbed 
when they guess that their friends and acquaintanc-
es distrust them. Some approached ones may accept 
the invitation, joining the scheme primarily due to 
the inviters’ credibility and mutual trust. However, 
as soon as the newly joined members realize their 
failure to achieve the firm’s promises, they cut off 
from the inviters. Some also use negative propa-
ganda against inviters, resulting in the elimination 
of the inviters’ credibility. As Esmaeel states: “This 
work ruins the friendships.” Esmaeel also describes 
the situation as follows:

It would make many people lose their friends. For ex-

ample, I wanted to bring my close friend to this work, 

but he didn’t come. One leader told me, “Look, go and 

tell him to come for me, do this, and you will succeed, 

don’t you have trust in me?” Then I told that to my 

friend, and he said, “No,” and our friendship broke 

down.

Acquaintances and friends leave the inviters grad-
ually and even put an end to their connection with 
the inviter. Losing their reputation, the inviters also 
would be rejected by close friends and relatives. As 
Mahnaz states: “The way others treated us changed, 
my aunts usually say, ‘Here she comes again to de-
ceive us and sell her dodgy products!’” In some cas-
es, families take a defensive stance against the invit-

ers, diminishing the inviters’ dignity. As Fatemeh 
describes: 

My dad didn’t agree with this work at all. So I spoke 

a lot with him, and I told him that I would prove it. 

But, now he mocks me and says, “You proved well!”

Over time, challenges and facing the actual world 
lead members to realize the gap between assumed 
imaginations and reality. Consequently, members 
believe that they have dedicated their capital, in-
cluding time, money, and reputation, to the firms’ 
activities, whereas they have gained nothing in re-
turn. As Farzaneh reflects: 

You know, it was hard for him to explain to me, as 

I was his subordinate. He used to tell me his great 

wishes, and now he works at the railway. The one who 

used to say my vision is to buy a Kia Optima,8 I want 

to drive my Optima to the hotel where my wedding 

ceremony is, now he’s married, and he is working on 

the railway, and there is no Kia Optima.

Discussion

The current study aimed to explore the social 
process underlying PS embedded in the less ad-
dressed social setting, Iran. According to what we 
explored here, participation in schemes leads to the 
multistage process of identity construction. Firstly, 
members are disconnected from non-members via 
established working fences. This finding is consis-
tent with that of Pratt (2000), who conceptualized 
it as a social encapsulation process. In Bourdieu’s 
words (1984), the studied schemes internalize their 
proposed habitus by dominating members’ expe-
riences. Introducing their pedagogies as scientif-

8 Referring to an expensive vehicle.
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ically supported materials, the upliners put their 
efforts into internalizing the schemes’ favorable 
values and attitudes. The unattainable promises 
are massively made to recruit new members and 
keep them committed to the scheme. Utilizing 
pedagogies, schemes induce a unique sense to the 
members—they are fully capable of achieving the 
promises; otherwise, they are responsible for the 
failure. 

On the one hand, the PS benefit from the pedagogy 
to build an identity (Kuhn 2006) called superhuman 
here. The constructed superhumans are supposed 
to obsessively think positive, considering all aspira-
tions attainable without attention to the real-world 
restrictions. Boosting members’ self-confidence, su-
perhumans recognize themselves as differentiated 
from non-members, feeling an exaggerated eupho-

ria. The constructed superhuman, then, defeats in 
facing reality and its limitations. Therefore, mem-
bers experience double wandering—losing their 
financial resources while being rejected by their 
friends and relatives.

The findings from this study, in line with the liter-
ature (Koehn 2001; Moisander, Groß, and Eräranta 
2018; Groß and Vriens 2019), highlight the unethical 
aspects of MLM, and particularly PS, that are based 
on misleading information and unfulfilled promis-
es, and exploiting the members’ relations. Though 
we attempted to represent all members of PS in the 
sample, the analysis was prone to overrepresenting 
the perspective of young members. Despite efforts 
to overcome such dilemmas through iterative analy-
sis and an external audit, we acknowledge this lim-
itation.
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